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It’s been ages!
Since our last edition last year, we’ve been working on our first print 
edition. It’s super packed with such cool content well thought 
through and packaged just for you. It’s our best edition yet and we 
can’t wait to share it with you. This edition is a special one leading up 
to that. 

Something about people who know how to keep an image or build a 
perception about themselves has always intrigued me. So this edition 
has a post on a few tricks you can borrow to let everyone think you are 
smart. And then there is a collage of beautiful Ghanaian people from 
last year’s very popular hashtag #Fineghanatwitter.

And then we share a feature from our upcoming print edition 
featuring 4 Ghanaian Fine Artistes you should check out. 

There is more from this edition on our website. www.sparkmag.live. 
Kindly visit and comment on the posts.

We want to vibe with you on social media. 
Visit @sparkghana on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter
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TRICKS TO HAVE EVERYONE BELIEVE YOU 
ARE SMART EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE NOT 

They say perception is everything. This is very true in this social media age 
we live in. What you make people believe about you is the story they will 
tell others and how they will relate to you. Crafting a perfect image of 
yourself will go a long way to help you. To have people believe in your 
desired image, you need to stick to a pattern of lifestyle and behaviour in 
your life and even on social media. This post will share 7 of such behaviour 
patterns you can employ to make everyone believe that you are the next 
Einstein. 

These 7 tips will carve the perception in everyon’e mind that you are 
focused and heading somewhere. People will take your opinions more 
seriously and think you are the next great philosopher. Good luck trying 
out these tips.
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TAKE BLACK & WHITE PICTURES 
OF YOU LOOKING INTO THE SKY
All great men and women have a picture like this. Looking into the sky shows that you are 
a person who looks into the future. The black and white effect gives it a timeless look too. 
You can alternatively take a picture where your hand is resting on your chin to give your 
personality an air of thoughtfulness.   It may cost you a little getting a photographer to 
give you the right look but invest in it and you will be in the league of deep people who 
ever lived

Having quotes people know you by is always a good thing. It gives people the sign that 
you think deeply about life. Hopefully, other people will quote those words and become 
your disciples.

CREATE FAKE 
DEEP QUOTES
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WHEN NOTHING 
GOES RIGHT..........
                .GO LEFT



People naturally assume that you are smart when you wear glasses. It could be that 
you developed an eye problem from endless hours looking into books and computer 
screen. Even if you don’t have an eye problem, buy one and wear always. The best part 
is that whenever you want to make a serious point, you can take it off for emphasis.

Whenever your team or class members are confused about something, wait until 
everyone has spoken and then come in later. The period you wait can help you gather 
everyone’s thoughts and help you find something wise to say. Also, the group will see 
you as the voice which comes in to calm matters and solve issues.

MAKE YOUR POINT
AFTER EVERYONE ELSE

WEAR 
SPECTACLES
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Alternative taste in music, fashion, film and books will have everyone thinking you are 
different. They will also believe that you search deeper for smarter sources. This taste 
will support all those deep quotes you say. Intead of reading Shakespeare, read a writer 
from Iceland no one knows about. Instead of listening to hiphop, listen to rock music 
from the 70′ s. Just make sure they are real so people can find them online if they ever 
try to investigate.

HAVE ALTERNATIVE 
TASTE IN EVERYTHING

Take yourself seriously and others will take you too. Have a serious schedule everyone 
should abide by. If someone wants to visit you and you actually have noting doing, 
pretend to look at a calendar and give the person a time to be there. Soon, everyone 
will see you as a principled person who sees time as a precious asset.

SCHEDULE 
EVERYTHING
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#FineGhanaTwitter
Everynow and then, the internet comes together through a 
hashtag. Sometimes, its to commemorate an event, or 
raise awareness for a course. Amongst the many in 2018, 
one stood out last year for us. #fineghanaTwitter had 
Ghanaians from all over the world showing their best 
pictures and tagging with their tribe and 
#fineghanaTwitter. The results is loads of gorgeous 
images of Ghanaians and we want to celebrate this 
moment of Unity and Ghanaian excellence. 
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YOUNG FINE ARTISTS
CREATING MASTERPIECES

We love young people who are expressing themselves in their own unique way. Especially 
when it’s picking a pen, pencil, brush or using digital mediums to create masterpieces. In 
this post, we feature 4 of such young budding Artists who have taken their passion for art 
many notches up. Get to know them and fall in love with their work. 



Sedinam Awo Tsegah studied Communication 
Design at the Kwame Nkrumah University of 
Science and Technology in Kumasi. Awo’s 
admiration of other eccentric techniques and 
her deep understanding of various art 
movements led her to develop her own style. 
Awo is interested in Ghanaian culture and how 
combining unrelated objects and elements 
can be conbined to bring ideas to life. Her work 
also exposes layers and contrasts within the 
context of contemporary, post-colonial history 
and politics. With a pop art approach, Awo 
explores freedom and questions social reality 
through image rebuilding. 

Follow Awo on Twitter: awo_tsegah and 
Instagram @awotesgah. 

RITALUCIA
Ritalucia Ajuah Henry - Andoh is a self taught  
Ghanaian Nigerian artist. She considers her style a 
“work in progress”. However, she draws inspiration 
from the world around her by noticing unique 
patterns in clothes and nature. She usually draws in 
black and white but is looking to explore other 
backgrounds soon. Retalucia cites other Artistes like 
Xane Asiamah and the British Indian artist Priyanka 
as some of her biggest influences. Priyanka’s work 
was so special that its what moved her to hit the 
artboard and express herself. 

Follow Ritalucia on Twitter: ritalucia_99 and 
Instagram: @lazyblackmoonart.

AWO 
TSEGAH
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Xane Asiamah is a young artist from Ghana 
who specializes in realistic drawings and 
colourful paintings created through charcoal, 
ink, acrylic paint and graphite. Xane’s versatility 
is seen in his art as he constantly combines 
digital art and design to create masterpieces. 
Xane continues to experiment and express 
himself through unique art we all love. 

Follow Xane on Twitter: @xaneasiamah and 
Instagram: xaneasiamah to see more of his 
work.

ELIZABETH
Elizabeth Nana Aboagye is a student at Radford 
University. She specializes in Abstract painting. Her 
art is influenced by human emotions and 
experiences. A recognizable trait in her work is sad 
faces. She believes that art signifies intelligence. It 
has the power to transform the world, educate and 
inspire others. She wants to become a tattoo artist 
and eventually move to other art forms like music in 
the near future. 

Follow Elizabeth on Instagram: @fanice27 and 
Snapchat: @fanice27

XANE
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Share this good stuff
with your friends and group chats

.

Visit our social media pages
 @sparkghana on facebook, 

Instagram and Twitter and let’s vibe.

Email us on
 sparkmagazinegh@gmail.com 

to contribute or talk to us.

There is even more awesome 
stuff on our website. Tap on

www.sparkmag.live
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